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Please read the instructions carefully before attempting assignment questions.  
  

  



 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOING ASSIGNMENTS  
Dear Learner,  
  
You are required to submit your assignment response within the stipulated time in order to become 
eligible to appear in the term-end examination. The assignments will be evaluated by the counsellors 
at your Study Centre. Please submit your assignment response to the Coordinator of your Study Centre. 
For a 4 credit course, there is one Assignment and for 6/8 credit course, there must be minimum 02(two) 
Assignment.     
  

Purpose of Assignments  
1. Assignments are part of the continuous evaluation process in Open and Distance Learning 
(ODL) system. Due weightage is given to the marks/grades you obtain in assignments. This will 
help you for better performance in the term-end examination. If you secure good grades/marks in 
assignments, your overall performance will improve.  

2. Assignments are also a part of the teaching-learning process in the ODL system. Your 
assignment, after evaluation, will be returned back to you with specific and general comments by 
the evaluator. This will help you to know your strength as well as your weakness. Thus, it will 
establish two-way communication between learner and evaluator.  

  

How to write Assignments  
Please read the instructions for writing the response of an assignment before you start writing your 
answer.  
  

1. Write your name, program code, the course title, enrolment no. and study centre name with 
code in the top sheet of the assignment answer booklet. The format is given below.  

  

PROGRAMME TITLE: _____________________________________________________  
ENROLMENT NO: _________________________ NAME: ________________________  
COURSE CODE: ________________ COURSE TITLE: __________________________  
ASSIGNMENT CODE: ____________ STUDY CENTRE: _________________________ 

DATE: ___________________ SIGNATURE: ___________________________________  
  

2. Before attempting the assignments, please go through the course materials carefully, 
understand the same and write answers in your own language and style.  
3. Write the answers in your own handwriting. Give sufficient margin in the left side of each 
page so that the evaluator will give comments on each paragraph/page.  

4. Your handwriting should be neat and readable.  
  

Weightage for each assignments:  
For courses without having Practical  
  

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 25% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% 
weightage.  
2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage.  
3. You have to score minimum passing marks i.e.40% or P (Pass) Grade in 10-point scale for each 
assignment. In case you do not submit the assignment or get fail mark in the assignment you have to 
re-submit in the next year.  
  

For Courses having Practical  
  

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 15% weightage and each Practical Assignment will carry 10% 
weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% weightage.  
2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage.  
3. You have to score the minimum passing marks i.e. 40% in each assignment. In case you don not 
submit the assignment or get fail marks, you will have to re-submit the assignment next year.  

 



ASSIGNMENT – I 

COURSE TITLE: EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL STRUCTURES OF INDIA THROUGH THE AGES 

COURSE CODE: MHI-06 

GROUP-A 

1 Answer within one word or one sentences each?                              Marks: 1x10=10 

A) What is Epigraphy? 

କ) ଶଳିାଲେଖ  କ’ଣ? 

b) What is Numismatics? 

ଖ) ମଦୁ୍ରାତତ୍ୱ  କ’ଣ? 

c) What is Archeaology? 

ଗ) ପ୍ରତ୍ନତତ୍ତ୍ୱ କ’ଣ? 

d) Who is the author of Rajtarangini? 

ଘ) ରାଜତରଙି୍ଗଣୀ ର ଲେଖକ କିଏ? 

e) What is Varna? 

ଇ) ଭର୍ନା କ’ଣ? 

f)  What is primeval man? 

ଚ) ପ୍ରାଥମିକ ମଣଷି କ’ଣ? 

g) What do you mean by Urbanism? 

ଛ) ସହରିବାଦ ର ଅଥନ କଣ? 

h) Who are Dhammamahamatras? 

ଜ) ଧାମମାହମିତ୍ର କିଏ? 

I) what is an edict? 

ଝ) ରାଜାଜ୍ଞା କ’ଣ ? 

j) What is Malakara jetthaka? 

j) ମାେକରା ଲଜଟାକା କ’ଣ? 



GROUP-B 

2 Enumerate the following each within 100 words.          Mark 5x4 =20            

a) What is Stratigraphy? 

କ)  ପତ୍ନତାତ୍ୱିକ କ’ଣ? 

 b)   What is Malla? 

ଖ)  ମଲ୍ଲ କ’ଣ? 

c)    What is Feudalism? 

ଗ) ସାମନ୍ତବାଦ  କ’ଣ? 

d)    What is celestial Ancestries? 

ଘ) ସ୍ୱଗନୀୟ ପିତୃପରୁୁଷ କ’ଣ? 

GROUP-C 

3 Discuss the following each within 200 words.               Marks: 10x4=40 

a) Rigveda as a source. Explain? 

କ) ଋକଲବଦ   ଏକ ଉତ୍ସ |ବୁଝାଇ ଲେଖ? 

b)  Role of rituals in the Vedic text .Explain? 

ଖ) ଲବୈଦିକ  ପାଠ୍ୟଲର ରୀତିର୍ୀତିର ଭୂମିକା |ବୁଝାଇ ଲେଖ  ? 

c)  What do you mean by Ajivikas? 

ଗ) ଅଜିଭିକାସ ୍ର ଅଥନ   କ’ଣ? 

d) Explain characteristics of religion in early medieval India?  

ଘ) ମଧ୍ୟଯଗୁୀୟ ଭାରତଲର ଧମନର ଚରିତ୍ର ବର୍ଣ୍ନର୍ା କର? 

GROUP-D 

 4. Answer the following questions within 300 words each.   Marks 15x2=30 

a) Explain the changes that took place in the society in the 6th century b.c.? 

କ)         ଷଷ୍ଠ ଶତାବ୍ଦୀଲର ସମାଜଲର ଘଟିଥବିା ପରିବର୍ତ୍ନର୍ଗଡିୁକୁ ବୟାଖୟା କର? 

b) The Yadavas patronized Viththala cult in which way. 

ଖ)           ଯାଦବମାଲର୍ ଭିଥାୋ ସଂସ୍କତୃିର ପଷୃ୍ ଠଲପାଷକତା ଲକମିତି କରିଥଲିେ |  



ASSIGNMENT – II 

COURSE TITLE: EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL STRUCTURES OF INDIA THROUGH THE AGES 

COURSE CODE: MHI-06 

GROUP- ‘A’ 

1   Answer within one word or one sentences each.          Marks:1x10=1 0 

a)         What is the Persian word for village? 

କ)            ଗ  ାଁ ପାଁଇ   ପାଁର୍ସୀ ଶବ୍ଦ କ’ଣ? 

 b)     WhatisTaqsim?                                                                                                                      

ଖ)          ଟାଁକି୍ସମ କ’ଣ? 

 c)       What is Padjamin? 

ଗ)        ପଡ଼ଜାଁମିନ   କ’ଣ? 

d)     Who is Karlmarx? 

ଘ)     କାଁର୍ସମାଁରକ୍ସ କିଏ? 

E)      Who are Muzarian? 

ଙ)      ମଜୁରିଆନ୍ କିଏ? 

f)        What is Vamsapotakabhoga? 

ଚ)        ଭାଁମର୍ାଁପପାଁଟାଁକାଁପ ାଁଗାଁ କ’ଣ? 

g) What is Fawazil? 

ଛ)         ଫାଁୱାଁଜିର୍୍ କ’ଣ? 

h)         Who is Valangai? 

ଜ)         ଭାଁର୍ାଁଙ୍ଗାଁଇ କିଏ? 

I) what is Ijara? 

ଝ)         ଇଜାଁରାଁ କ’ଣ? 

j) What is Zhum? 

ଞ) ଜମୁ ୍କ’ଣ? 

 

  



GROUP-B 

2  Enumerate the following each within 100 words .         Marks : 5x4=20 

      a)    What is Jajmani system? 

କ)    ଜଜମାଁନୀ  ୟ ସ୍ଥାଁ କ’ଣ? 

       b)     What is a village? 

      ଖ)    ଗ  ାଁ କହିପର୍  କ’ଣ? 

        c)      What is a state land? 

       ଗ)     ରାଁଜୟ ଜମି କ’ଣ? 

        d)      What is satya mahima dharma? 

       ଘ)     ର୍ତ୍ୟ ମହିମାଁ  ଧମସ କ’ଣ? 

GROUP-C 

3. Discuss the following each within 200 words.               Marks: 10x4=40 

a)        Role of caste in rural society during medieval period. Explain? 

କ)       ମଧ୍ୟଯଗୁୀୟ ର୍ମୟପର ଗ୍ରାଁମୀଣ ର୍ମାଁଜପର ଜାଁତ୍ିର ଭୂମିକାଁ |  ୁଝାଁଅ? 

b)         Position of village servants in the rural society .Explain? 

ଖ)         ଗ୍ରାଁମୀଣ ର୍ମାଁଜପର ଗ୍ରାଁମ ପର୍ କଙ୍କ ପଦ ୀ।  ୟାଁଖୟାଁ କର? 

 c)         What are the important provision in the Criminal Tribes Act(1871)? 

ଗ)        ଅପରାଁଧକି ଜନଜାଁତ୍ି ଅଧନିିୟମ (1871) ପର ଗରୁୁତ୍ୱପରୂ୍ଣ୍ସ  ୟ ସ୍ଥାଁ କ’ଣ? 

d) Nature of eighteenth century society. Explain? 

 ଘ)        ଅଷ୍ଟାଁଦଶ ଶତ୍ାଁବ୍ଦୀର ର୍ମାଁଜର ପ୍ରକୃତ୍ି |  ୁଝାଁଅ? 

GROUP-D 

      4. Answer the following questions within 300 words each.    Marks 15x2=30 

a)    Rajput social structure transfer from political to social in the early medieval period.  

Explain? 

କ)   ରାଁଜପତୁ୍ ର୍ାଁମାଁଜିକ ଗଠନ ମଧ୍ୟଯଗୁୀୟ ଯଗୁପର ରାଁଜପନୈତ୍ିକରୁ ର୍ାଁମାଁଜିକକୁ ସ୍ଥାଁନାଁନ୍ତରିତ୍ |  ୁଝାଁଅ? 

b)   Critically analyse how far socio-religious movement a protest against the contemporary 

social structures. 

ଖ) ର୍ମର୍ାଁମୟିକ ର୍ାଁମାଁଜିକ ଗଠନ  ିରୁଦ୍ଧପର ର୍ାଁମାଁଜିକ-ଧାଁମିକ ଆପଦାଁଳନ ପକପତ୍ ଦୂର ର୍ମାଁପର୍ାଁଚିତ୍ 

 ିପେଷଣ କର |  



ASSIGNMENT – I 

COURSE TITLE: INDIAN NATIONAL MOVEMENT 

COURSE CODE: MHI-09 

                                                        GROUP-A 

1   Answer within one word or one sentences each.              Marks:1x10=10 

        a)       Who referred to nation as “imagined communities”? 

      କ)            ଜାତିକୁ “କଳି୍ପତ ସମ୍ପ୍ରଦାୟ” ବ ାଲି କିଏ କହିଥବିଲ? 

       b)         Who is the author of Nations and Nationalism?  

      ଖ)          ଜାତି ଏ ଂ ଜାତୀୟତାର ବଲଖକ କିଏ? 

        c)         When was Berlin conference held? 

       ଗ)           ଲିନ୍ ସମି୍ମଳନୀ ବକବ  ଅନୁଷି୍ତି ବହାଇଥଲିା? 

        d)        When Bangladeshi nationalism triumphed? 

       ଘ)       ବକବ   ାଂଲାବଦଶୀ ଜାତୀୟତା  ିଜୟୀ ବହଲା? 

        e)       Who is the author of Poverty and Unbritish rule in india? 

      ଙ)         Poverty and Unbritish rule in india ର  ବଲଖକ କିଏ? 

        f)        When Panchshila enunciated? 

      ଚ)         ବକବ  ପଞ୍ଚଶଲିା ବଘାଷିତ ବହଲା? 

        g)       When for the first time Quran was translated into Turkish? 

        ଛ)       ବକବ   ପ୍ରଥମ ଥର ପାଇ ଁକୁରାନକୁ ତୁକକୀବର ଅନୁ ାଦ କରାଯାଇଥଲିା? 

        h)         When was Bengal partitioned? 

       ଜ)          ଙ୍ଗଳା ବକବ   ିଭାଜିତ ବହଲା? 

         I)        When All india Muslim leagues was found? 

        ଝ)        ବକବ  ଅଲ  ଇଣି୍ଡଆ ମସୁଲିମ ୍ଲିଗ ୍ପ୍ରତିଷ୍ାି ବହାଇଥଲିା  ? 

          j)         Who is the founder of All India Muslim league? 

          ଞ)       ଅଲ ଇଣି୍ଡଆ ମସୁଲିମ ଲିଗର ପ୍ରତିଷ୍ାିତା କିଏ? 

 

GROUP-B 

2   Enumerate the following each within 100 words.       Marks: 5x4=20 



      a)          What were the difference between HRA and HSRA? 

     କ)          HRA ଏ ଂ HSRA ମଧ୍ୟବର ପାଥକକୟ କ’ଣ ଥଲିା? 

        b)       What is the significance of Dandi march? 

      ଖ)         ଦାଣି୍ଡ ପଦଯାତ୍ରାର ମହତ୍୍ତ କ’ଣ? 

       c)     What was Lucknow pact? 

      ଗ)        ଲକ୍ଷ୍ନ ଚୁକି୍ତ କ’ଣ ଥଲିା? 

       d)     What were main feature of Rowlatt act? 

     ଘ)       ବରାୱବଲଟ୍ ଆକ୍ଟର ମଖୁୟ ବ ୈଶଷି୍ଟ୍ୟ  କ’ଣ ଥଲିା? 

GROUP-C 

3   Discuss the following each within 200 words.             Marks: 10x4=40 

a) Explain Nation and Nationstates? 

କ)       ଜାତି ଏ ଂ ରାଷ୍ଟ୍ରଗଡିୁକ  ୟାଖୟା କର? 

b)       What is economic Nationalism? 

ଖ)      ଅଥକବନୈତିକ  ଜାତୀୟତା କ’ଣ? 

c)      Why was Swadeshi movement declined? 

ଗ)      ସ୍ବବଦଶୀ  ଆବଦାଳନ କାହିକିଁ ପ୍ରତୟାଖୟାନ ବହଲା?                                                                                    

d)       Explain Kakori conspiracy case. 

ଘ)       କାବକାରି ଷଡଯନ୍ତ୍ର ମାମଲା  ୟାଖୟା କର | 

GROUP-D 

4 Answer the following questions within 300 words each.  Marks: 15x2=30 

a) Critically analyze intellectuals and social origins of nations in Asia and Africa. 

କ)       ଏସିଆ ଏ ଂ ଆଫି୍ରକାର ରାଷ୍ଟ୍ରଗଡିୁକର  ୁଦି୍ଧଜୀ ୀ ଏ ଂ ସାମାଜିକ ଉତ୍ପତି୍ତ  ିଷୟବର ସମାବଲାଚନା କର | 

b) Narrate the success and failure of Civil disobedience movement. 

ଖ)       ନାଗରିକ ଅମାନୟ ଆବଦାଳନର ସଫଳତା ଏ ଂ  ିଫଳତା  ିଷୟବର  ର୍ଣ୍କନା କର | 

 

 

 

  



ASSIGNMENT – II 

COURSE TITLE: INDIAN NATIONAL MOVEMENT 

COURSE CODE: MHI-09 

GROUP- ‘A’ 

1   Answer within one word or one sentences each.             Marks: 1x10=10 

a) Who was Winston Churchill? 

କ) ୱନିଷ୍ଟନ୍ ଚର୍ଚ୍ଚିଲ୍ କିଏ ଥଲିଲ? 

       b) When did Nehru report came into being? 

     ଖ)  ଲନଲେରୁ ରିଲ ୋର୍ଟ ଲକଲେ ଆସିଲୋ? 

      c)  Time period of World War 1. 

     ଗ)    ପ୍ରଥମ େିଶ୍ୱଯଦୁ୍ଧର ସମୟ ଅେଧ ି। 

      d)  Do or Die who given this slogan? 

     ଘ)    କିଏ ଏେି ଲ୍ଲୋଗୋନ ଲେଇଛନି୍ତ  କର େୋ ମର ? 

      e)  When was INA formed? 

     ଙ)        INA ଲକଲେ ଗଠନ ଲେଲୋ? 

f)  What is bargadar? 

ଚ)     େରଗଡର କ’ଣ? 

g)  Who was Jyotiba phule? 

ଛ)    ଲ୍ୟୋତିେୋ ଫୁଲଲ କିଏ ଥଲିଲ? 

h)  Who was Kumudini Mitra? 

 ୍)      କୁମେୁିନୀ ମିତ୍ର କିଏ ଥଲିଲ 

I) Who is the author of unfinished autobiography? 

ଝ)    Unfinished autobiography ର ଲଲଖକ କିଏ? 

J) Who opposed Khilafat movement? 

ଞ) ଖଲିୋଫତ ଆଲଦୋଳନକୁ କିଏ େିଲରୋଧ କରିଥଲିଲ? 

 

  



GROUP-B 

2   Enumerate the following each within 100 words.         Marks: 5x4=20 

a) What is Azad Hind Fauz? 

କ) Azad Hind Fauz କ’ଣ? 

       b)  Who is the author of Gulamgiri? 

      ଖ) ଗଲୁୋମଗିରିର ଲଲଖକ କିଏ? 

        c)   What was Prarthana samaj? 

      ଗ)    ପ୍ରୋଥଟନୋ ସମୋ୍ କ’ଣ ଥଲିୋ? 

        d)  Define Communalism? 

       ଘ) ସୋମ୍ପ୍ରେୋୟିକତୋକୁ େୟୋଖୟୋ କର। 

GROUP-C 

3 Discuss the following each within 200 words.               Marks: 10x4=40 

a) Congress ministries in the provinces resign why? 

କ) ପ୍ରଲେଶଗଡିୁକଲର କଂଲେସ ମନ୍ତ୍ରଣୋଳୟ କୋେି ିଁକି ଇସ୍ତଫୋ ଲେଇଥଲିଲ? 

b) Indian capitalist attitude towards the congress analyse? 

ଖ) କଂଲେସ ପ୍ରତି ଭୋରତୀୟ  ଞିୁ୍ଜ ତି ମୋନଙ୍କର   ମଲନୋଭୋେ େିଲେଷଣ କର? 

c) Connection between feminism and growth of national consciousness among women explain? 

ଗ) ନୋରୀେୋେ ଏେଂ ମେିଳୋଙ୍କ ମଧ୍ୟଲର ୍ୋତୀୟ ଲଚତନୋର େୃଦି୍ଧ ମଧ୍ୟଲର ସଂଲଯୋଗ େୟୋଖୟୋ କର । 

d) What are the salient features of Poona pact? 

ଘ)   ନୁୋ ଚୁକି୍ତର ପ୍ରମଖୁ ଲେୈଶଷିଠ୍୍ୟ ଗଡିୁକ କ’ଣ? 

GROUP-D 

4 Answer the following questions within 300 words each.   Marks : 15x2=30 

a) What are the common goal of Quit India movement? Explain.  

କ) ଭୋରତ ଛୋଡ ଆଲଦୋଳନର ସୋଧୋରଣ ଲକ୍ଷ୍ୟ କ’ଣ?  େୁଝୋଅ   । 

b) What were the causes of failure of 1857 revolt?                                                                 

ଖ)  1857 େିଲରୋେର େିଫଳତୋର କୋରଣଗଡିୁକ କ’ଣ ଥଲିୋ? 
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